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Description

FIELD OF INVENTION

[0001] Embodiments of the present invention relate to
water heaters. More specifically, embodiments of the
present invention relate to heat pump water heaters ac-
cording to the preambles of independent claims 1 and 9,
such as they are e.g. known from US 5 052 186 A. The
preamble of claims 1 and 9 is also shown in document
WO9953248.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] A widely accepted and used water heater for
residential hot water production and storage is the elec-
tric resistance water heater and storage tank. Water heat-
ers typically include a lank defining a chamber for reten-
tion of water. A water inlet pipe that is provided with a
first connection for interconnection with a. cold water sup-
ply line that conveys fresh relatively cold water into the
chamber. Within the tank there are electric resistance
elements that heat the water in the tank. In current em-
bodiments, there are at least two electric resistance el-
ements. A first electric resistance element positioned
near the bottom of the tank and a second electric resist-
ance element positioned near the top of the tank. There
are also two sensors positioned on the exterior of the
tank that measure the temperature of the tank near the
top and bottom of the tank in proximity to the location of
the electric resistance elements. When the temperature
sensed by such sensors drops below a certain temper-
ature level, these sensors close the contacts associated
with the corresponding electric resistance elements
causing the electric resistance elements to energize.
[0003] When water is supplied to the tank, it is supplied
through a dip tube that pushes the cold water to the bot-
tom of the tank and thereby pushes the hot water out of
the top through the outlet pipe where water is the hottest.
One of the problems with this configuration is that the
sensor near the top of the tank can’t detect that hot water
is exiting and cold water is entering the tank near the
bottom. The lower sensor detects that cold water is en-
tering the tank when it detects a temperature drop at the
thermostat, which is the primary purpose for having two
sensors. When the lower sensor detects a temperature
drop below a certain level, it closes the contact and en-
ergizes the lower electric resistance element until the
temperature reaches a specified level. But, each time the
lower electric resistance element heats the water; the
heated water is buoyant and goes up to the top of the
tank. For example, if the tank is holds 50 gallons of water,
and three gallons of water flow into the tank, it may cause
the lower electric resistance element to be energized for
a few minutes in order to recover the temperature. If a
few minutes later, there is a draw of another three gallons
of water, the lower electric resistance element is ener-
gized again for another few minutes in order to recover

the temperature. This causes the heated water to rise to
the top creating a problem called stacking. Under se-
quential small draws of water, the lower electric resist-
ance element is energized each time and runs until the
lower sensor is satisfied that the lower part of the tank is
sufficiently warm. When this is occurring, the top part of
the tank continues to get a little bit hotter each time which
causes over heating of water in the top of the tank, which
can potentially lead to undesirably hot water being drawn
from the tank So there is a need for a configuration that
solves the problem associated with stacking resulting
from small sequential water draws made on current water
heaters.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The invention is disclosed in claims 1 and 9.
Systems for controlling a heat pump water heater (HP-
WH) are disclosed. The systems are configured to heat
water within a water storage tank of a heat pump water
heater wherein a controller within the system is opera-
tively connected to a heat pump and a pair of electric
resistance heaters. The heat pump condenser is posi-
tioned proximate the water storage tank to facilitate the
transfer heat from the condenser to the water in the water
storage tank. A first electric resistance heater is posi-
tioned within the water storage tank in proximity to the
bottom of the water storage tank. A second electric re-
sistance heater is positioned within the water storage
tank in proximity to the top of the water storage tank. The
system further includes a temperature sensor positioned
to determine the temperature of water within and in prox-
imity to the top of the water storage tank. The controller
includes a module configured to process data represent-
ative of temperature readings of water within the water
storage tank. Upon processing temperature readings,
the controller automatically selects and controls energiz-
ing of a heat pump condenser and the pair of electric
heating elements. Data representative of the rate at
which water flows into and from the water storage tank,
the temperature of refrigerant, typically in a gas or vapor
state entering a condenser and the temperature of refrig-
erant typically at least partially in liquid state exiting the
condenser is also processed by the controller. The con-
troller automatically energizes one or more of the heat
pump, the first electric resistance heater, and the second
electric resistance heater in response to data processed.
Methods of heating water within a water storage tank of
a heat pump water heater including a controller opera-
tively connected to heating elements and sensors selects
and utilizes the appropriate heating elements to heat the
water within the water storage tank without overheating
of the water are disclosed. The methods may include
positioning condensers of a heat pump in proximate the
water storage tank for a heat exchange relationship with
the water contained in the tank to transfer heat to the
water in the tank, positioning electric heating elements
to heat water within the water storage tank periodically
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processing the temperature readings measured by a plu-
rality of sensors in order to automatically control the se-
lection and energizing one or more of the heat pump and
the electric heating elements. A method and apparatus
for heating water within a water storage tank of a heat
pump water heater including a condenser configuration
in which the inlet portion of the condenser is positioned
proximate the bottom of the tank to deliver heat first to
the water in the lowermost region of the tank are dis-
closed. A method and apparatus for heating water within
a water storage tank of a water heater including a con-
troller operatively connected to heating elements, which
avoids the aforementioned stacking problem while using
a single sensor for monitoring the temperature of the wa-
ter in the tank and an event flow module configured to
receive and process data representative of temperature
readings measured by the temperature sensor in order
to determine if water is flowing from the water storage
tank are disclosed. brief description of the figures
[0005] Examples of heaters are described with refer-
ence to the following figures, wherein like reference nu-
merals refer to like parts throughout the various views
unless otherwise specified

FIG. 1 depicts a first embodiment of a heat pump
water heater schematic;
FIG. 2 depicts a second embodiment of a heat pump
water heater schematic;
FIG. 3 depicts a third embodiment of a heat pump
water heater schematic;
FIG. 4 depicts a fourth embodiment of a heat pump
water heater schematic;
FIG. 5A depicts a fifth embodiment of a heat pump
water heater schematic consistent with a first em-
bodiment of the invention;
FIG. 5B depicts a sixth embodiment of a heat pump
water heater schematic consistent with a second em-
bodiment of the invention;
FIG. 6 is a graph illustrating a comparison of sensor
output near the top of a storage tank when the unit
is in standby mode and when there is a rate of one
gallon per minute of water flowing from the water
storage tank;
FIGS. 7A and 7B depict a control block diagram and
a wiring diagram respectively, consistent with em-
bodiments of the invention; and
FIGS. 8A-8E illustrates a process flow of the tem-
perature and flow module’s automatic control of the
heat pump condenser and electric heating elements.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

[0006] Embodiments of the present invention utilize a
controller programmed to control a heat pump heater.
The controller may be programmed to have preset modes
of operation. In addition, the controller may be pro-
grammed to interpret various temperature and data in-
puts for use in controlling the heat sources of the water

heater. Furthermore, the temperature and data inputs
may be interpreted by the controller to automatically se-
lect and energize one or more of the electric heating el-
ements and heat pump (via energization of the compres-
sor) in an effort to efficiently heat the water in a manner
that prevents over heating of the water caused by stack-
ing.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0007] Various embodiments are described more fully
below with reference to the accompanying drawings,
which form a part hereof, and which show specific em-
bodiments of the invention. However, embodiments may
be implemented in many different forms and should not
be construed as limited to the embodiments set forth
herein; rather, these embodiments are provided so that
this disclosure will be thorough and complete, and will
fully convey the scope of the invention as defined in the
claims to those skilled in the art. Accordingly, the follow-
ing detailed description is, therefore, not to be taken in a
limiting sense.
[0008] The embodiments described set forth embodi-
ments of a heat pump water heater system that utilizes
one or more electric resistance elements, as well as a
heat pump or refrigeration sealed system to impart heat
to the water. The energy required to heat water is signif-
icantly reduced by utilizing a refrigeration sealed system
to move the heat from the air of the surrounding warm
environment into the water. In the embodiments de-
scribed in Figures 1-5, each heat pump water heater sys-
tem discloses various sensors, one of which is positioned
to sense water temperature within the water storage tank.
The data from this sensor is used not only to sense the
temperature of the water in the tank but also, in embod-
iments lacking a flow meter, to indirectly detect the oc-
currence of a flow event, that is, the flow of hot water and
the associated flow of cold water out of and into the water
storage tank respectively. In some embodiments a flow
meter is used to directly detect the occurrence of a flow
event. The sensor positioned to sense water temperature
within the water storage tank may be positioned within
the water storage tank or alternatively on the exterior of
the tank in contact with the tank sidewall.
[0009] The data representative of water temperature
within the water storage tank, and the occurrence of a
flow event is transmitted to a controller for processing.
The controller is operatively connected to electric resist-
ance heaters and the heat pump and includes a module
that facilitates the automatic selection and energizing of
at least one of the heat pump and the electric resistance
heaters in response to data received that is representa-
tive of water temperature within the water storage tank
and the occurrence of a water flow event.
[0010] Referring now to the figures, FIG. 1 depicts a
heat pump water beater 100 schematic consistent with
a first embodiment of the invention. The heat pump sys-
tem comprises an evaporator 102, a compressor 130, a
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condenser 108, a throttling device 106, and at least one
fan 104. Condenser 108 is assembled in a heat exchange
relationship with the water in the water storage tank 120
During operation of the heat pump cycle a refrigerant
exits the evaporator 102 as a fluid in the form of a super-
heated vapor and/or high quality vapor mixture. Upon
exiting the evaporator 102 the refrigerant enters the com-
pressor 130 where the pressure and temperature in-
crease. The temperature and pressure are increased in
the compressor 130 such that the refrigerant becomes a
superheated vapor. The superheated vapor from the
compressor 130 enters the condenser 108. While in the
condenser 108, the superheated vapor transfers energy
to the water within a storage tank 120. Upon transferring
energy to the water within the storage tank 120, the re-
frigerant turns into a saturated liquid and/or high quality
liquid vapor mixture. This high quality/saturated liquid va-
por mixture exits the condenser 108 and travels through
the throttling device 106. Upon exiting the throttling de-
vice 106 the pressure and temperature of the refrigerant
drop at which time the refrigerant enters evaporator 102
and the cycle repeats itself.
[0011] The heat pump water heater 100 includes a wa-
ter inlet line 112 for allowing cold water to enter the heat
pump water heater 100, where it is directed to the bottom
of the tank 120 via a dip tube 110. The heat pump water
heater 100 also has electric heating elements 122 and
124 placed near the top and bottom of the water storage
tank 120 to heat the water. In the embodiments herein
described the heating elements are shown projecting into
the interior of the tank, however, other configurations pro-
viding for positioning the upper and lower elements to
heat the water in the upper and lower regions of the tank
respectively could be similarly employed. The heated wa-
ter exits the heat pump water heater near top of tank 120
at exit 114 and flows to the residence or other place where
heated water is desired. The heat pump water heater 100
has a temperature sensor 126 positioned to sense the
temperature of the water in the upper region of the tank
and may also have additional temperature sensors
placed at various locations for sensing other tempera-
tures, such as heat pump condenser inlet and outlet tem-
peratures, ambient temperature, etc.,
[0012] In the first embodiment illustrated in Figure 1, a
single water temperature sensor 126 is positioned toward
the upper end of the tank 120. The heat pump condenser
108 is positioned in a heat exchange arrangement with
the water storage tank 120 to enable heat from the con-
denser to heat the water in the storage tank. The system
includes a controller 152, equipped with a microproces-
sor programmed to include a water temperature and flow
module, which is operatively connected to the heat pump
water heater and configured to receive data representa-
tive of temperature readings measured by the single sen-
sor 126. The temperature readings received by the con-
troller 152 are processed by the water temperature and
flow module to determine the temperature of the water
in the tank 120. The water temperature and flow module

within the controller 152 is further configured to process
data representative of temperature readings measured
by the single sensor 126 to determine the rate at which
the temperature of water in the water storage tank 120
changes. In response to the sensed water temperature
and the rate at which the temperature of water in the
water storage tank 120 changes, the controller 152 de-
termines which of the compressor 130, an upper electric
resistance heater 122, and a lower electric resistance
heater 124 shall be energized, and for how long, in order
to heat the water within the water storage tank 120. The
controller 152 and the water temperature and flow mod-
ule stored therein, along with the single sensor 126, are
operatively configured to effectively respond to small
amounts of water being withdrawn from the water storage
tank which causes small temperature changes, thereby
eliminating the need for a second sensor to be positioned
in the lower portion of the water storage tank 120. This
rate of temperature change information could also be
used in lieu of a flow meter to detect the approximate
flow rate of water being withdrawn from the tank for ex-
ample, by comparing the detected rate of change of tem-
perature with a look up table comprising a set of empir-
ically determined temperature change rate/flow rate cor-
relations and choosing the flow rate associated from the
table that is closest to the detected temperature rate of
change.
[0013] The system may also be programmed to deter-
mine how much water is used in a short period of time in
order to use that information to determine the most effi-
cient manner to heat the unheated water added to the
water storage tank 120.
[0014] As illustrated in Figure 2, the second embodi-
ment includes a flow meter 216 positioned in the water
inlet line 212. Flow meter 216 transmits data represent-
ative of the amount of water flowing into the water storage
tank 220 to the water temperature and flow module within
the controller 252. Under circumstances in which large
amounts of water are removed from the water storage
tank 220 in short periods of time, single sensor 226 may
not read changes in water temperature at a speed that
facilitates immediate recognition by the controller 252
that large amounts of water have been removed from the
water storage tank 220. When large amounts of water
are removed from water storage tank 220, the energizing
of alternate and / or additional heating elements may be
necessary in order to heat the water in the most efficient
and timely manner. The controller 252 processes data
representative of the rate of flow of water into the water
storage tank 220 received from the flow meter 216 along
with the data received from single sensor 226 in order to
determine which of the compressor 230, the upper elec-
tric resistance heater 222, and the lower electric resist-
ance heater 224 shall be energized in order to heat the
water within the water storage tank 220
[0015] The embodiment illustrated in Figure 2, also in-
cludes a second temperature sensor 228 in the water
inlet line 212 in order to sense the temperature of the
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water flowing into water storage tank 220 through the
water inlet line 212. The controller 252 processes data
representative of the temperature of water flowing into
water storage tank 220 through the water inlet line 212
in order to determine a projected temperature of the water
within the water storage tank 220 when the water •flowing
into the water storage tank and the heated water already
within the water storage tank are combined. The ability
to project a resultant temperature from the combination
of unheated water flow ing into the water storage tank
220 and the heated water already within the water stor-
age tank 220 allows the controller 252 to preemptively
and automatically determine which of the compressor
230, the upper electric resistance heater 222, and the
lower electric resistance heater 224 needs to be ener-
gized in order to heat the water within the water storage
tank 220. As illustrated, the heat pump water heater also
includes an external temperature sensor 232 which is
configured to transmit data representative of the temper-
ature of the air surrounding the water storage tank 220
to the controller 252 for processing. The controller 252
processes data representative of the temperature of the
air surrounding the water storage tank 220 in order to
determine the efficiency of the heat pump system when
compressor 230 is energized to heat the water within the
water storage tank 220.
[0016] In the first and second embodiments illustrated
in Figures 1 and 2 respectively, because thermistors are
used to sense temperature as opposed to the bimetal
sensors which are commonly used in the industry, the
system controller 152/252 can detect small changes in
temperature. The water temperature and flow module
within the controller 152/252 processes the temperature
readings transmitted by temperature sensor 126/226 to
detect the rate of change in temperatures measured by
sensor 126/226 over time. For example, if water storage
tank 120/220 is full of water heated to a previously defined
temperature and then a user draws a small amount of
water, such as three to five gallons, then temperature
sensor 126/226 will detect some but not a significant
change in water temperature It is possible to distinguish
between the change in temperature caused by a with-
drawal of water from water storage tank 120/220 and a
change in temperature resulting from the HPWH system
being in standby mode and no water is being withdrawn
because, the water temperature and flow module moni-
tors the decline in water temperature measured by the
temperature sensor 126/226 over time. In standby mode,
the decline in temperature measured by temperature
sensor 126/226 is a very slow decline. As soon as water
is withdrawn, even at a low flow rate, the rate of decline
measured by temperature sensor 126/226 is faster than
the decline measured by sensor 126/226 when no water
is being withdrawn. Accordingly, a fast decline in water
temperature over time measured by sensor 126/226 is
an indication to the controller 152 that a flow event has
occurred, In embodiments such as Fig. 1, which does
not include a flow meter to measure flow directly, flow

events are determined by the controller 152 based on
the speed with which the temperature of water within the
water storage tank changes over time.
[0017] Upon detection of a flow event, the controller
152 may decide to energize the lower heating element
or compressor and may transmit heat to the water for as
long as is required to get the temperature back up to the
set point temperature as detected by the sensor 126.
This allows the lower heating element or compressor to
be energized upon detection of a flow event and heat the
water in the lower portion of the tank without causing
water in the top of the water storage tank to be overheat-
ed. By controlling the lower heating element 124 or com-
pressor with the upper sensor 126, in this manner, se-
quential small draws of water will not result in the water
in the top of the water storage tank 120 being overheated
as a result of stacking.
[0018] Referring still to the embodiment of FIG. 2, a
temperature sensor is also placed at the outlet of the
compressor 230 as indicated by reference numeral 234.
to sense the temperature of the super heated vapor ex-
iting the compressor, which is also essentially the tem-
perature of the vapor entering the condenser 208. A tem-
perature sensor 236 is also placed at the outlet of con-
denser 208 in order to measure the temperature of the
refrigerant exiting the condenser 208. Temperature sen-
sors 234 and 236 allow a system controller 252 to ap-
proximate energy transmitted to the water within the wa-
ter storage tank by the condenser 208. Data represent-
ative of the drop in temperature across the condenser as
measured by temperature sensors 234 and 236 is trans-
mitted to the controller 252 and processed along with the
previously described temperature data to automatically
determine whether additional heating, elements 222 or
224 need to be activated in order to heat the water within
the water storage tank 220 Similarly, temperature sen-
sors 242 and 244 are used to measure the inlet and outlet
temperatures respectively of the evaporator, to monitor
the evaporator "superheat". When operating properly,
the temperature difference between the outlet tempera-
ture and inlet temperature should be on the order of 10°
F, For efficient operation of the sealed system and to
avoid potential damage to the compressor resulting from
refrigerant not fully evaporating, the controller 252 is con-
figured to turn off the sealed system if the temperature
difference between the outlet temperature and the inlet
temperature is less than 5° F. Also, if the temperature
difference is too high, a signal may be generated to inform
the user of inefficient operation.
[0019] The system controller 252 is operatively con-
nected to the heat pump water heater 200 and configured
to receive data representative of temperature readings
measured by the temperature sensors 226, 236, 232,
234, 242 and 244. During operation of the heat pump
water heater 200, any one of the electric heating ele-
ments 222 and 224, and compressor 230 may also op-
erate at any given time. Generally, the compressor 230
and the electric heating elements 222 and 224 do not
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operate at the same time. However, it is contemplated
that one of electric heating elements 222 or 224 and the
compressor 230 may operate simultaneously. White it is
contemplated that both electric heating elements 222 and
224 and the compressor 230 may operate at a given time,
operation of both heating elements 222 and 224 at the
same time may require special electrical considerations
(e.g. a larger circuit breaker, a dedicated circuit, etc.) to
accommodate an increased current draw. Therefore in
the illustrative embodiments simultaneous energization
of both heating elements is avoided.
[0020] Referring now to FIG. 3, FIG. 3 depicts a heat
pump water heater 300 schematic. The heat pump sys-
tem comprises an evaporator 302, a compressor 330, a
condenser 308, a throttling device 306, and at least one
nm 304. During operation of the heat pump cycle a re-
frigerant exits the evaporator 302 as a superheated vapor
and/or high quality vapor mixture. The heat pump water
heater 300 may have sensors placed at various locations.
In the embodiment of FIG. 3, a temperature sensor 328
is placed in tank 320 near upper heating element 322.
The positioning of a temperature sensor 328 inside of
the tank, connected to a rod 340 allows for the water
temperature to be sensed directly, rather than by meas-
uring tank wall temperature and inferring water temper-
ature. Positioning the temperature sensor 328 inside of
the water storage tank 320 improves the response time
and accuracy of water temperatures sensed. Tempera-
ture sensor 334 is placed at the outlet of the compressor
330 to measure the compressor discharge temperature
to protect against overheating the compressor. A tem-
perature sensor 332 is provided to measure ambient tem-
perature. Additionally, temperature sensors 336 and 338
measure the evaporator 302 inlet and exit temperatures
respectively. This embodiment of the heat pump water
heater 300 also has electric heating elements 322 and
324 placed near the top and bottom of the water storage
tank 320 respectively.
[0021] The HPWH system 300 includes a controller
352 that is operatively configured to receive data repre-
sentative of temperature readings measured by the tem-
perature sensors 328, 332, 334, 336 and 338. Data from
sensors 332, 336 and 338 are used by controller 352 in
the same manner as was described with reference to
their counterparts in the embodiment of Fig. 2. Controller
352 is configured to process the compressor discharge
data and turn the compressor off if the sensed tempera-
ture exceeds a predetermined reference temperature se-
lected to prevent overheating of the compressor. For ex-
ample, in the illustrative embodiment, a reference tem-
perature of 240° F is used. The heat pump water heater
300 includes an inlet 312 for allowing cold water to enter
the heat pump water heater 300, where it is directed to
the bottom of the tank 320 via a dip tube 310. The heated
water exits the heat pump water heater near top of tank
320 at exit 314 and flows to the residence or other place
where heated water is desired. The heat pump water
heater 300 also includes a flow meter 316 for measuring

the amount and the flow rate of water into the water stor-
age tank 320. The flow meter 316 measures the total
amount of water that has flowed into the water storage
tank 320 during a given time interval. For example, the
flow meter 316 may determine that in a given month a
homeowner may have used 1,000 gallons of heated wa-
ter. Temperature sensors 328, 332, 334, 336 and 338
are configured to transmit data representative of the tem-
peratures measured to the controller 352 for processing.
The controller 352 processes this temperature data and
flow rate data to automatically determine which of the
compressor 330, the upper electric resistance heater
322, and the lower electric resistance heater 324 shall
be energized in order to heat the water within the water
storage tank 320.
[0022] Referring now to FIG. 4, FIG. 4 depicts a heat
pump water heater 400 schematic. The heat pump sys-
tem is of a configuration similar to that illustrated in Figure
3, except that the condenser 408 substantially covers the
water tank 420 side walls, facilitating the ability to provide
more heat to the water within the water storage tank
through the condenser wrapped around the exterior of
the water storage tank 420.
[0023] Referring now to FIGs. 5A and 5B, FIG. 5A de-
picts a heat pump water heater 500 schematic consistent
with embodiments of the invention. The heat pump sys-
tem is of a configuration similar to that illustrated in Figure
1, except that the condenser 508, includes a cylindrical
portion which at least partially covers the side wall of
water tank 520, and a bottom portion which at least par-
tially covers the bottom wall 518, facilitating the ability to
provide more heat from the condenser to the coldest wa-
ter within the water storage tank through the bottom por-
tion of condenser 508. In the embodiment shown in Fig-
ure 5A, the bottom portion of condenser 508 is in contact
with the bottom wall 518 in a spiral coil configuration. It
is contemplated that the bottom portion of condenser 508
that is in contact with the bottom wall 518 may be in al-
ternative configurations so long as the alternative con-
figuration allows for increased surface area contact with
bottom wall 518. The heat pump system comprises an
evaporator 502, a compressor 530, a condenser 508, a
throttling device 506, at least one fan 504, and electric
heating elements 522 and 524 placed near the top and
bottom of the water storage tank 520 respectively. A ther-
mistor 526 is placed in tank 520 near upper heating ele-
ment 522.
[0024] The heat pump water heater 500 includes an
inlet 512 for allowing cold water to enter the heat pump
water heater 500, where it is directed to the bottom of
the tank 520 via a dip tube 510. The heated water exits
the heat pump water heater near top of tank 520 at exit
514 and flows to the residence or other place where heat-
ed water is desired. Temperature sensor 526 is config-
ured to transmit data representative of the temperatures
measured to the controller 552 for processing. The con-
troller 552 processes data representative of the temper-
ature of water within the water storage tank 520 in order
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to determine which of the compressor 530, the upper
electric resistance heater 522, and the lower electric re-
sistance heater 524 shall be energized in order to heat
the water within the water storage tank 520.
[0025] Figures 5A and 5B also illustrate a heat pump
water heater system 500 wherein the condenser 508 is
operatively connected to compressor 530 in a manner
that facilitates delivery of the super heated refrigerant
vapor from the compressor 530 to the condenser 508 in
a manner whereby the super heated refrigerant vapor at
its hottest state is channeled initially through the inlet
portion of the condenser 508 which is proximate the bot-
tom of the water storage tank 520. Transitioning the super
heated refrigerant vapor through the condenser 508 such
that the refrigerant vapor transmits heat first to the lower
portion of the water storage tank 520 allows for the super
heated refrigerant vapor to transmit heat to water within
the water storage tank 520 at its coldest point. The em-
bodiments illustrated in Figures 1-4 transmit super heat-
ed refrigerant vapor from the compressor 503 to the con-
denser 508 in a top to bottom manner whereby the super
heated refrigerant vapor at its hottest state engages the
upper and middle portion of the water storage tank 520
first. In these embodiments the water at the lowest portion
of the water storage tank is heated by super heated re-
frigerant vapor within the condenser 508 that has been
cycled through the condenser 508 and had heat removed
from the upper portion of the water storage tank 520. The
embodiments illustrated in Figures 5A and 5B are con-
figured to facilitate the transmission of heat from the su-
per heated vapor traveling through the condenser 508 to
the coldest water within the water storage tank 520 ini-
tially. More specifically, in the embodiment of Fig. 5A, the
super heated refrigerant vapor initially enters and flows
through the bottom portion of the condenser 508 and
then enters the cylindrical portion of the condenser at the
lowermost point of the cylindrical portion, and from there
flows gradually upward through the cylindrical spiral
around the side wall of the water tank and exits the con-
denser 508 near the top of the water storage tank 520.
The result is a relatively low temperature gradient in the
water storage tank 520 relative to that which is typical of
the more conventional top to bottom condenser arrange-
ments of the prior art. For example, in the configuration
of illustrative embodiment of Fig. 5A, temperature gradi-
ents in the tank on the order of 1° F - 3° F have been
achieved, as compared to gradients on the order of 15°
F - 30° F for conventional heat pump water heater con-
figurations and 10° F from the lower element to the top
of the tank for conventional electric water heaters. If
measured from the area beneath the lower element to
the top of the tank in electric water heaters, the gradient
can be closer to 50° F - 60° F. This means that in the
illustrative embodiment, the entire tank 520 of water has
been heated to the set-point temperature, not just the
water in the top portion of the water storage tank 520.
This configuration is very effective in reducing the tem-
perature gradient in the tank. However, it is vulnerable

to a potential refrigerant migration problem under certain,
relatively rare conditions. If the incoming water is partic-
ularly cold, e.g., 35° F - 40° F, and enough water is with-
drawn rapidly so that at least half, but not substantially
all, of the condenser coil is exposed to the incoming cold
water, the refrigerant in the condenser will tend to migrate
to the coldest portion of the condenser which is the por-
tion extending beneath the bottom of the tank rather than
circulating up through the portion of the condenser which
circumscribes the tank side wall resulting in not enough
refrigerant returning to the compressor for efficient oper-
ation of the sealed system For example, in a 50 gallon
storage tank, a withdrawal on the order of approximately
20 gallons of water could create such a condition. This
vulnerability is avoided in the embodiment illustrated in
Figure 5B which includes a "Return Flow" condenser de-
sign component. In the design illustrated in Figure 5B,
the vapor flow first enters the cylindrical portion of con-
denser 508. The inlet to this portion of the condenser is
located at the lower most point 509 of the cylindrical por-
tion. The vapor flows up through the portion of the con-
denser coil 508 that wraps around the water tank and
then flows down to and through the bottom portion 507
on the bottom of tank 518 exiting the condenser at the
bottom of the tank. This arrangement still exposes the
hot refrigerant vapor initially to the coldest portion of the
tank proximate the bottom. However, by proceeding up
the cylindrical portion before entering to the bottom por-
tion, the coldest portion of the condenser is now near the
exit of the condenser and the compressor is able to cir-
culate the refrigerant through and out of the condenser
thus avoiding the refrigerant migration problem.
[0026] Each of the embodiments of the heat pump wa-
ter heater disclosed in Figures 1-5 has four modes of
operation. An electric mode, a heat pump mode a hybrid
mode and a high demand mode. The electric mode -
operates using only electric resistance heaters. Heat
pump mode - uses only the sealed system driven by the
compressor to heat water. Hybrid Mode -uses the sealed
system driven by the compressor as the primary energy
source for heating the water, but also uses the upper
electric element to enable a more rapid recovery from
events creating a relatively low temperature condition in
the tank, such as when filling an empty or substantially
empty tank, or following the withdrawal of a relatively
large amount of hot water in a relatively short time. Like
the hybrid mode, the high demand mode selectively uses
the sealed system and the upper electric element, but it
also selectively uses the lower heating element to enable
rapid recovery when particularly large amounts of water
are being withdrawn at a high rate over an extended time.
[0027] The controller is operative in all four modes to
respond to standby cooling, that is, the gradual lowering
of the temperature of the water in the tank due to heat
loss through the insulated tank walls over time when no
heat is being applied and no hot water is being withdrawn,
and to flow event cooling, that is, the lowering of the tem-
perature resulting from the withdrawal of hot water from
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the top of the tank which is replaced by cold water enter-
ing the bottom portion of the tank through the dip tube.
When hot water is withdrawn from the water storage tank
120, cold water is brought in by dip tube 110 to replace
the water that has been removed. Dip tube 110 pushes
the cold water brought in to the bottom of water storage
tank 120. The cold water begins to mix with the hot water
already in tank 120. However, when the cold water initially
enters the tank 120, the upper sensor 126 continues to
read the temperature of water in the upper region of the
tank which is normally at or close to the set point level.
Over time, due to mixing, the temperature measured by
upper sensor 126 begins to drop. Because the system
uses only a single water temperature sensor located near
the top of the tank, the controller needs to be able to
respond to small temperature changes sensed by this
sensor if occasioned by a flow event, by turning on the
lower heat source to heat the cold water that has entered
the bottom portion of the tank. Responding to such small
changes in temperature if caused by the standby cooling
rather than flow event cooling would result in unneces-
sarily short cycling.
[0028] Because the controller 152 is continually receiv-
ing data representative of the temperature of water within
the water storage tank 120 as measured by upper sensor
126, when the temperature of the water to drops the con-
troller 152 is operative to generally distinguish between
a drop in temperature due to standby cooling and a drop
in temperature due to a flow event. The controller detects
the first condition by detecting a temperature less than a
threshold temperature which in the illustrative embodi-
ments is a first predetermined off set from the set point
temperature. The controller detects the second condition
by detecting the occurrence of a flow event, either by
input from the flow meter in those embodiments that em-
ploy such a device, or in embodiments not so equipped,
by processing the water temperature data, as will be
hereinafter described, and by detecting a temperature
less than a threshold temperature which in the illustrative
embodiment is a second predetermined offset from the
set point temperature which is a smaller offset than the
first offset so as to enable the controller to respond to a
smaller temperature differential when a flow event is de-
tected.
[0029] In the hybrid mode and in the electric mode, the
controller is also operative to respond effectively to a con-
dition in which the sensed temperature of the water in
the tank is significantly lower than the set point temper-
ature, such as might occur when initially filling the tank
with cold water, or upon the withdrawal of an unusually
large amount of hot water over a relatively short period
of time. Such conditions are referred to herein as cold
tank conditions.
[0030] For purposes of an illustrative example, assume
that the water storage tank 120, shown in Figure 1, is full
of cold water and the mode of operation is hybrid. When
HPWH 100 is powered on, the upper sensor 126 senses
the temperature of the water within water storage tank

120 and transmits data representative of the water tem-
perature to the controller 152. The controller 152 proc-
esses the data representative of the temperature of the
water within the water storage tank 120 and determines
that it is below a defined cold tank threshold selected to
be representative of a water temperature low enough to
require energization of the heat sources in a manner in-
tended to rapidly heat the water at least at the top of the
tank which would be withdrawn first, to a temperature at
least near the set point temperature in a reasonable pe-
riod of time. In this exemplary embodiment the cold tank
threshold for the hybrid mode is set at 30° F lower than
the set point e.g., 1-30° F, where T is the set point tem-
perature. In the illustrative embodiments, the set point is
selectable by the user from a range on the order of 100°
F - 140° F. A vacation mode set point of 50° F is also
available in the illustrative embodiments for a user antic-
ipating a long period of non-use, for example. However,
the set point temperature T could be selectable from a
broader or narrower range, or predetermined factory set
value or it could be a value selected automatically in ac-
cordance with temperature control algorithms imple-
mented in the controller. Regardless of how selected, the
set point temperature represents the desired or target
temperature for the water stored in the tank. In hybrid
mode, under these conditions, the controller 152 ener-
gizes the upper electric heating element 122 in order to
heat the top portion of the water within water storage tank
120 until the water temperature reaches a second hybrid
threshold temperature which is less than the set point
temperature, but close enough to rely on the heat pump
system to become the energy source to heat the water
in the lower portion of the tank and to complete the re-
covery of the water temperature in the tank to the set
point temperature within a reasonable time. The control-
ler 152 is operative to continue to energize the upper
heating element 122 until receiving data representative
of temperatures at or above this second threshold tem-
perature, at which time the controller 152 causes the up-
per electric heating element 122 to be de-energized. The
second threshold is set below the set point temperature
in order to compensate for any temperature overshoot,
which may be caused as a result of the distance between
the temperature sensor and the upper heating element
122, since the temperature of the water proximate the
upper heating element 122 when the element is ener-
gized is higher than that proximate the sensor 126 located
on the wall of the tank, During the delay period while the
warmer water travels from the upper heating element 122
to the sensor 126, heat is still being added to the water
by the electric heating element 122. Accordingly, this ex-
cess heat may cause the temperature of the water to
exceed the set point temperature. In the illustrative em-
bodiment this second hybrid threshold temperature is se-
lected to be 3° F less than the set point temperature, that
is, T-3° F.
[0031] When the upper electric heating element 122 is
de-energized, in response to the temperature in the up-
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per portion of the tank exceeding the second hybrid
threshold, the water in the lower portion of the water stor-
age tank 120 continues to be cold, because, the water
within the lower portion of the water storage tank 120
cannot be effectively heated with upper electric heating
element 122. To address this condition, upon de-ener-
gizing upper electric heating element 122, the controller
152 energizes the compressor 130, driving hot refrigerant
through the condenser 108 around water storage tank
120 to heat the water in the lower portion of the tank, and
continues to do so until the sensor 126 reads and trans-
mits data to the controller 152 representative of temper-
ature greater than or equal to the set point, T. Upon the
controller 152 receiving and processing data represent-
ative of a sensed water temperature greater than or equal
to the set point temperature, T, the controller 152 trans-
mits a signal to de-energize the compressor 130 and
thereby discontinue transmission of heat to the water in
water storage tank 120. In this hybrid mode example,
following recovery from the cold tank condition, that is
having brought the temperature sensed by the sensor to
the set point temperature, and in the absence of a flow
event, the heat pump will remain de-energized as long a
the temperature in the tank remains above a third hybrid
threshold temperature selected to be sufficiently close to
the set point temperature to maintain an acceptable tem-
perature in the tank without excessive cycling to recover
from the slow heat loss through the tank walls over time,
which in the illustrative embodiment is set at T-5° F. If
the sensed water temperature drops below T-5° F, the
sealed system is energized until the sensed temperature
is restored to the set point temperature, T. By this ar-
rangement, heat loss due to standby cooling is ad-
dressed.
[0032] As briefly mentioned above, a flow event is char-
acterized by the withdrawal of hot water from the tank.
More particularly, a flow event for temperature control
purposes is characterized by the withdrawal of hot water
in such a manner that the rate of change of temperature
sensed in the tank exceeds a flow event detection thresh-
old rate. If the sensed temperature drops below the set
point temperature, the controller checks for a flow event.
Upon detection of a flow event, the sensed temperature
is compared to a flow event threshold temperature which
is less than the set point temperature, and if the sensed
temperature becomes less than this threshold tempera-
ture, the sealed system is energized to restore the tem-
perature to the set point temperature. The flow event
threshold temperature is selected to be sufficiently close
to the set point to enable the system to promptly respond
to the flow event so as to minimize the time required for
the water temperature in the tank to be restored to the
set point temperature. In the illustrative embodiment, the
flow event threshold is set at one degree F less than the
set point temperature, that is, T-1° F.
[0033] In this example, operation in the electric mode
is similar to the hybrid mode, the primary difference being
that the lower electric heating element is energized in-

stead of the sealed system when heat to the lower portion
of the tank is needed. Another associated difference is
that the cold tank threshold temperature for the electric
mode is selected to be T-25° F, which is slightly higher
than the hybrid cold tank threshold temperature. The
same threshold temperature offset could be used in both
modes, however, in keeping with the intent of the hybrid
mode to provide improved energy efficiency by relying
primarily on the use of the sealed system with only limited
use of the electric element use of the lower threshold
temperature in that mode results in less use of the electric
element without significantly compromising recovery
time.
[0034] Considering again a cold tank example to dem-
onstrate the electric mode, upon detection of a water tem-
perature less than the electric mode cold tank threshold
temperature of T-25° F, the controller 152 energizes the
upper electric heating element 122 in order to heat the
top portion of the water within water storage tank 120
until the water temperature reaches a second hybrid
threshold temperature which is less than the user set
point temperature, but close enough to rely on the lower
electric heating element to become the energy source to
heat the water in the lower portion of the tank and to
complete the recovery of the water temperature in the
tank to the set point temperature within a reasonable
time. In the illustrative embodiment, this is T-3° F., just
as in the hybrid mode. The controller 152 is operative to
continue to energize the upper heating element until re-
ceiving data representative of temperatures at or above
this second threshold temperature, at which time the con-
troller 152 causes the upper electric heating element 122
to be de-energized. As in the hybrid mode, the water in
the lower portion of the water storage tank 120 continues
to be cold, so, the controller 152 energizes the lower heat-
ing element 124, driving heat into the water in the lower
portion of the water storage tank 120 until the sensor 126
reads and transmits data representative of an overshoot
threshold temperature which in the electric mode is great-
er than the set point temperature. Upon the controller
152 receiving and processing data representative of a
temperature equal to or greater than the overshoot
threshold temperature, the controller 152 transmits a sig-
nal to de-energize the lower heating, element 124 and
thereby discontinue transmission of heat to the water in
lower portion of the water storage tank 120. In the electric
mode, the overshoot threshold temperature is used rath-
er than the set point temperature to account for the rel-
ative locations of the lower heating element and the tem-
perature sensor. It has been empirically determined that
when heating the water in the tank using the lower ele-
ment, the heat tends to flow outwardly toward the tank
side wall and then upward along the wall. Since the tem-
perature sensor is located on an upper portion of the tank
wall, it responds to the temperature of the water near the
wall which heats up faster than the water in the center of
the tank, so the threshold temperature is set at a tem-
perature higher than the set point temperature to allow
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the water in the center of the tank to reach the set point
temperature. In the illustrative example, the overshoot
threshold temperature is set at T+5° F.
[0035] Continuing with the electric mode example, fol-
lowing recovery from the cold tank condition, that is hav-
ing brought the temperature sensed by the sensor to the
electric mode recovery threshold temperature of T+5° F.,
in the absence of a flow event, the lower heating element
will remain de-energized as long as the temperature in
the tank remains above a third hybrid threshold temper-
ature selected to be sufficiently close to the set point tem-
perature to maintain an acceptable temperature in the
tank without excessive cycling due to heat loss through
the tank walls, which in the illustrative embodiment is set
at T-5° F. If the sensed water temperature drops below
T-5° F, the lower heating element is energized until the
sensed temperature is restored to the overshoot thresh-
old temperature, T+5° F As in the hybrid mode, upon
detection of a flow event, the sensed temperature is com-
pared to a flow event threshold temperature which is less
than the set point temperature, and if the sensed tem-
perature becomes less than this threshold temperature,
the lower heating element is energized to restore the
sensed temperature to the overshoot threshold temper-
ature. The flow event threshold temperature is selected
to be sufficiently close to the set point to enable the sys-
tem to promptly respond to the flow event so as to min-
imize the time required to recover from the flow event. In
the illustrative embodiment, the flow event threshold is
set at 1° F less than the consumer selected set point
temperature, that is, T-1° F.
[0036] If the mode of operation is heat pump, the upper
sensor 126 senses the temperature of the water within
water storage tank 120 and transmits data representative
of the water temperature to the controller 152. The con-
troller 152 processes the data representative of the tem-
perature of the water within the water storage tank 120
and determine that it is below the set point. The controller
152 energizes the compressor 130, driving hot refrigerant
through the condenser 108 around water storage tank
120 until the sensor 126 reads and transmits data rep-
resentative of the set point temperature having been
reached or exceeded to the controller 152. Upon the con-
troller 152 receiving and processing data representative
of set point temperature having been reached or exceed-
ed, the controller 152 transmits a signal to de-energize
the compressor 130 and thereby discontinue transmis-
sion of heat to the water in water storage tank 120.
[0037] Each of the operative modes relies upon the
detection of a flow event to control heat sources in re-
sponse to routine withdrawal of hot water from the tank.
In embodiments employing a flow meter, the actual flow
rate of the water exiting, or entering the water heater is
directly measured and if it exceeds a predetermined
threshold rate, a flow event is signified and the controller
responds accordingly. A threshold rate on the order of
2-3 gallons per minute should provide satisfactory results
in a 50 gallon tank. In embodiments not equipped with a

flow meter, use is made of water temperature data to
indirectly detect the occurrence of a flow event. Figure 6
illustrates an example of data representative of temper-
ature readings as a function of time for a 50 gallon water
heater in which the water has been heated to approxi-
mately 120° F. as measured by upper sensor 126 Line
610 illustrates temperature readings measured by an up-
per sensor 126 when upper heating element 122, lower
heating element 124 and compressor 130 are de-ener-
gized and no water is being withdrawn. As line 610 illus-
trates the temperature of water being measured drops
at a rate over time that is characteristic of standby heat
loss that is heat loss through the insulation of the water
storage tank side walls. Line 614 of the temperature read-
ings 600 illustrates data representative of temperature
readings measured by upper sensor 126 as hot water is
being withdrawn from the tank at a rate of 1 gallon per
minute, and line 616 represents the temperature data as
hot water is being withdrawn from the tank at a rate of 3
gallons per minute.
[0038] In the illustrative embodiments utilizing this
technique, a rate of 0.3° F per minute has been selected
as the threshold or reference rate for detecting a flow
event Line 618 in Figure 6 represents this threshold flow
event rate. If the controller 152 detects a drop in temper-
ature sensed by sensor 126 at a rate greater than this
flow event reference rate of 0.3° F / minute, then the
controller 152 knows that flow event has occurred. In this
example, receipt and processing of data representative
readings illustrated by line 616 by the controller 152 al-
lows the controller 152 to determine that the sensed rate
of change is greater than the threshold or control limit
rate of change signifying that a flow event occurred. The
use of this threshold rate in the illustrative embodiment
enables the controller to reliably respond to flow rates on
the order of 3 gallons per minute or higher as flow events.
It is to be understood however, that this threshold rate
may be set at any level that facilitates detection of water
being withdrawn from the water tank and is not limited to
detection of a drop in temperature at a rate greater than
illustrative threshold rate of 0.3° F / minute. In the illus-
trative embodiments, the controller looks for a drop of
0.3° F over one minute moving windows checking every
five seconds to detect a flow event. If a drop greater than
0.3° F is detected within a one minute window the system
recognizes a flow event and responds accordingly. In
connection with this description of this technique for de-
tecting flow events, it should be noted that dip tubes in
commercially available water heaters include an anti-si-
phon aperture located near the upper end of the tube,
which may have a diameter on the order of 0.120 inches.
When cold water enters the tank via the dip tube, a small
portion of the entering water bleeds through this anti-
siphon aperture into the upper region of the tank In ad-
dition, dip tubes in commercially available residential wa-
ter heaters such as those commercially available under
the GE brand have structure proximate the exit end of
the dip tube to introduce turbulence into the entering wa-
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ter which produces a flow restriction. This flow restriction
increases back pressure in the tube which increases the
rate of bleeding through the ant-siphon aperture. As il-
lustrated in Figs. 1-5, in the illustrative embodiments, the
anti-siphon aperture (110a in Fig. 1) is at roughly the
same height in the tank as the water temperature sensor
126 (in Fig. 1). The bleeding of cold water into the tank
through the anti-siphon aperture is important to the ef-
fectiveness of the upper temperature sensor in detecting
a flow event. Satisfactory results were achieved in the
illustrative embodiment with the commercially available
dip tube anti-siphon aperture and outlet turbulence struc-
ture employed in electric residential water heaters com-
mercially available under the GE brand. However, the
sensitivity of detection may be adjusted by adjustments
to the aperture size and/or the amount of flow restriction
introduced at the exit of the dip tube for optimization for
particular water storage tank configurations.
[0039] In prior art water heater systems that include an
upper sensor toward the top of the water tank and a lower
sensor toward the bottom of the water tank, the upper
sensor detects changes in the temperature of the water
in the upper portion of the water storage tank and causes
an upper heating element to be turned on until the upper
sensor senses that the temperature in the water in the
top portion of the tank is heated to a defined set point
temperature. The lower sensor in these systems detects
changes in the temperature of the water in the lower part
of the tank and causes the lower heating element to be
turned on until the lower sensor senses that the temper-
ature in the water recovers to the defined set point tem-
perature. One of the problems with such a configuration
is that sequential small flow events will cause the water
in the top of the tank to overheat as a result of stacking.
In such prior art systems, each time cold water is added
to the bottom of a water storage tank, energy is added
to the water because the lower heating element is turned
on each time as a result of the detected temperature
change. As a result, heat rises to the top of the water
storage tank, causing the water in the top of the water
storage tank which is already at the set temperature level
to over heat when the additional energy is added. When
a number of the small flow events occur sequentially, the
additional energy added to the water in the top of the
water in the water storage tank begins to stack up and
causes overheating of the water. The use of a single sen-
sor in the manner hereinbefore described solves that
problem.
[0040] Referring flow to FIG. 7A, FIG. 7A depicts a con-
trol block diagram consistent with embodiments of the
invention. The control block diagram indicates some of
the inputs, processing, and outputs that may be required
during operation of the heat pump water heater. For ex-
ample, the inputs may include inputs from one or more
temperature sensors, depending on the particular em-
bodiment, collectively represented here as the tempera-
ture sensors 702. In the illustrative embodiments, the
temperature sensors are thermistors, however, other

types of temperature sensors could be similarly em-
ployed. Other inputs may include feedback 703 from the
fans 704 indicative of fan speed. Also, inputs may be
received from a flow sensor 716, a float switch 714, and
a conductivity sensor 706. Flow sensor 716 could be used
to monitor hot water usage. Float switch 714 may be used
to monitor the accumulation of condensation from the
evaporator and to cause a pump or other device to be
activated to remove the condensation or to provide a sig-
nal to the user that condensate needs to be removed.
Conductivity sensor 706 may be used for monitoring con-
densate accumulation in lieu of a float switch, or may be
used to detect water near the base of the water heater
indicating a potential leak in the water storage tank. The
inputs may further comprise inputs from a user interface
708, a clock and/or a calendar 750. In one embodiment,
the clock is powered by non-volatile memory/battery/ca-
pacitor in order to maintain time-of-day clock such that if
power is lost, a user does not have to re-set the date/time
(as is required on many household appliances with
clocks). This may also be accomplished by more elegant
methods of reading the atomic clock satellite output, etc.
Inputs may also be received from art energy monitoring
billing device 772. Energy monitor billing devices com-
prise devices installed by a utility company used to limit
the power draw during peak demand times. For example,
during summer months it is common for power compa-
nies to provide consumers with rebates for the privilege
of allowing the power company to shut down devices
which draw large amounts of power such as water heat-
ers, heat pumps, and air conditioning systems.
[0041] The processing may be done by a main PCB,
which may be a microcontroller or PLC controller 760,
etc. The main PCB may also regulate a power supply
770. For example, the main PCB 760 includes a water
temperature and flow module that processes data rep-
resentative of the temperatures measured by a plurality
of thermistors. The outputs for the control system may
include power supply to fans 704, power to the compres-
sor 730, upper heating element 720, and lower heating
element 118. The outputs may also include indicating
information on user interface 708 (not shown). The indi-
cations may be in the form of an LCD display and or LED
lights as indicated by reference numeral 710 respective-
ly.
[0042] Figure 7B is a representative wiring diagram for
the illustrative embodiment of Fig. 1. The power input for
the heat pump water heater 100 may be standard resi-
dential power. For example, the power supply may be a
240 volt alternating current (VAC) circuit operating at 60
Hz. This generally consists of three wires; two 120 VAC
inputs and one ground, (i.e. no neutral wire). A Switch
Mode Power Supply 224 is provided in the form of a con-
ventional rectification circuit to provide a 12 volt dc power
supply for the fans 104 and for the relay drivers and other
electronic controller needs. System operation is control-
led by a main controller 152. The main controller 152
receives inputs such as the input from sensor 126. In
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addition, the main controller 152 receives feedback in-
puts from and controls operation of the fans 104 as indi-
cated by reference numerals 154 and 156. In the illus-
trative embodiment, fans 104 are variable speed dc fans.
However, ac fans could be similarly employed. Operation
of the fans 104 includes monitoring and controlling fan
speed, and providing power to the fans 104 for operation
by way of pulse width modulated pulses from signal gen-
erator 158. In one embodiment fan speed is monitored
via tachometer feedback built into the fan. The fans uti-
lized in the present embodiment may be of a magnet/hall-
effect sensor design. When a fan rotates, the magnet
passes near the hall-effect sensor resulting in a pulse
signal output The frequency of the pulses generated is
analyzed and used to calculate the rotational speed of
the fan. Notwithstanding the specific method of monitor-
ing fan speed in the above described embodiment, it is
contemplated that fan speed may be monitored in plu-
rality many different ways. The main controller 152 may
also be configured to recognize a fan malfunction such
as burnt out motors, excess winding temperatures, vi-
bration, inadequate fan speed, etc. Using the above de-
scribed tachometer feedback; the signal sent to the fan
may be compared with the speed feedback. For example,
if a 50% input is given, it would be expected that the
tachometer feedback should indicate an approximate
50% of the max RPM. Also, if a signal is transmitted to
the fan to facilitate operation at any speed, and there is
no feedback indicating fan rotation, this can be interpret-
ed as a fan failure.
[0043] The main controller 152 also includes a relay
212 for controlling the upper heating element 122, a relay
214 for controlling the lower heating element 124, and a
relay 216 for controlling the compressor 130 relays 212
- 216 are cascaded such that only one of the heat sources
is energized at any one time. The cascaded relays are
coupled to power supply line L1 through contacts 1 and
2 of thermal cutout switch 218. Similarly, the power circuit
is coupled to power supply line L2 through contacts 3
and 4 of switch 218. Switch 218 is a convention thermal
cut out switch which is mounted to the wall of tank 120
to be responsive to the temperature of the tank wall. If
the tank wall overheats to a temperature in excess of the
cut out threshold temperature, which in the illustrative
embodiment is 170° F, the switch element coupling con-
tact 1 to contact 2 opens breaking the connection to L1
and the switch element coupling contacts 3 and 4 opens
breaking the connection to L2, thereby limiting the tem-
perature of the tank. Relay 220 couples contact 3 of cut
out switch 218 to L2, to provide a double break between
the AC power supply and the power control circuitry when
the system is in the off state. Controller 152 switches
relay 220 to couple L2 to contact 4 of switch 218, when
the system is on and relay 220 is in its normally open
state otherwise Referring again to the cascaded arrange-
ment of relays 212-216, terminal c of relay 212 is con-
nected to contact 2 of switch 218. Its normally open con-
tact is connected to upper heating element 122, and its

normally closed contact is connected to terminal c of relay
214. Te normally open contact of relay 214 is connected
to lower heating element 124 and its normally closed con-
tact is connected to terminal c of relay 216. The normally
open contact of relay 216 is connected to compressor
130 through discharge pressure cutoff switch 222. Cutoff
switch 222 is a conventional pressure switch employed
in a conventional manner to protect the sealed system
from excessive pressure. By this arrangement, to ener-
gize upper element 122, controller 152 switches relay
212 to its normally open state thereby connecting heating
element 122 across L1 and L2. When relay 212 is in this
state, L1 can only be connected to heating element 122.
To energize lower heating element 124, controller 152
switches relay 212 to its normally closed state and relay
214 to its normally open state. This connects heating
element 124 across L1 and L2. When relay 212 is in its
normally closed state and relay 214 is in its normally open
state L1 can only be connected to lower element 124. To
energize compressor 130, controller 152 switches relays
212 and 214 to their normally closed states and switches
relay 216 to its normally open state. This connects pres-
sure switch 222 and compressor 130 in series across L1
and L2. The main controller 152 also accepts inputs from
a user interface 202 as indicated by reference numeral
230. The main controller 152 also may include an integral
timer that is configured as part of the heat pump water
heater electronic control, providing a user with the ability
to control and program the heating activity of the heat
pump water heater, such that energy may be conserved
when there is no need for water to be heated.
[0044] In the circuit configuration for the embodiment
illustrated in Fig. 7B, during operation of the heat pump
water heater 100 only one of heat sources, that is, heating
elements 122 and 124 and compressor 130 may operate
at any given time. This limits the electrical load. However,
it is contemplated that in alternative configurations, that
one of heating elements 122 or 124 and the compressor
130 may operate simultaneously Furthermore, it is con-
templated that in alternative configurations both heating
elements 122 and 124 and the compressor 130 may op-
erate simultaneously. However, operation of both heat-
ing elements 122 and 124 at the same time may require
special electrical considerations (e.g. a larger circuit
breaker, a dedicated circuit, etc.) to accommodate an
increased current draw. Notwithstanding, it is contem-
plated that operation of both heating elements 122 and
124 may occur at the same time. Similar circuitry with
additional sensor and other inputs can be employed for
the embodiments of Figures 2-5
[0045] Figure 8 is an illustration of the process flow
within the water temperature and flow module within the
controller during operation of the HPWH. As illustrated,
following the system being energized 792; a determina-
tion is made as to whether the water storage tank is full
794. The method of determining whether the water stor-
age tank is full is performed by the controller initiating a
plurality of steps. First, the condenser, which is in contact
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with the exterior of the water storage tank is initiated for
a defined period of time and heats the exterior walls of
the water storage tank. If the tank is empty, the water
storage tank will begin to warm up at a rate faster than
when there is water in the tank. The controller facilitates
monitoring of the temperature of the exterior walls by way
of a sensor positioned in sufficient proximity to the water
storage tank wall. In the illustrative embodiments sensor
126 is used for this purpose, however, a separate tem-
perature sensor could be similarly employed. If the tank
is full or at least has water at an acceptable level then
the rise in temperature will not exceed a defined limit. If
the temperature measured by the sensor rises above this
limit it is an indication that the water storage tank is empty
or the water level within the tank is below a desired level.
If the water storage tank is not full, the water temperature
and flow module within the controller facilitates the initi-
ation of a display illustrating that the tank is dry or not full
796. The system suspends further operation until the tank
is filled sufficiently to satisfy the tank full test. Upon the
water storage tank being filled with water, the query as
to whether the water storage tank is full 794 will result in
an affirmative answer. Next, the system determines an
appropriate mode of operation. The illustrative embodi-
ments have four modes of operation, a standard electric
mode, a heat pump mode, a hybrid mode and a high
demand mode comprised of a combination of the use of
electrical elements and the heat pump. The system al-
lows for the use of the mode of operation previously in
use 798 or an operator may select a mode of operation
802. During operation, the water temperature and flow
module must first verify the mode of operation selected
by an operator. As part of the verification process, the
controller first queries whether the mode of operation is
the standard electric mode at 804. If the mode of opera-
tion is not standard electric mode, the controller next que-
ries whether the mode of operation is the heat pump
mode at 806. If the mode of operation is not heat pump
mode, the controller next queries whether the mode of
operation is the high demand mode at 807. If not the high
demand mode, by default the water temperature and flow
module switches the system into the hybrid mode at 808.
[0046] When the selected mode of operation is stand-
ard electric mode, the controller implements the standard
electric mode 810 (Fig. 8B). In this mode the temperature
and water flow module obtains water temperature data
T2 from sensor 126 (812). The temperature and water
flow module is configured to check first for a cold tank
condition signified by a value of T2 indicating a water
temperature which is less than the electric mode cold
tank threshold temperature T-25° F (814) where T is the
set point. If T2 is less than T-25° F, then the upper heating
element 122 is energized and the lower element is de-
energized in the event it happens to be already energized
when a cold tank condition is detected (816). Since, the
module is configured to give priority to the cold tank con-
dition, and in the illustrative embodiments, both electric
elements are not to be energized at the same time, if the

lower element is already energized to satisfy another
condition when a cold tank condition is detected, it is
necessary to de-energize the lower element 124. Heating
element 122 will continue to be energized until T2 rises
to within 3° F of the set point (818). When T2 exceeds
T-3°) F, the upper element 122 is de-energized (820) and
the lower element 124 is energized (822). This operating
condition will continue until T2 exceeds the overshoot
threshold of 5° F above the set point, that is, T2 is greater
than T+5° F or unless interrupted by detection of another
cold tank condition at which time the lower heating ele-
ment is denergized and the module continues to monitor
T2 (810).
[0047] Returning again to 814, if T2 is not less than T-
25° F, the temperature and water flow module checks
next to determine heat is required due to standby cooling,
by determining if the sensed water temperature is less
than T-5° F (824). If yes, then the lower heating element
124 is energized and remains energized until the over-
shoot threshold temperature of T+5° F is reached (822)
or a cold tank condition is detected (814).
[0048] Returning to 824, if the sensed temperature is
not less than T-5° F, the temperature and water flow mod-
ule checks next to determine if heat is needed due to a
flow event by first comparing the sensed temperature T2
to the set point temperature T (826). If T2 is not less than
T, no energization of heat sources is needed and the
system continues to monitor T2 (812). If T2 is less than
T, the module next looks for the occurrence of a flow
event (828). As hereinbefore described, this is deter-
mined in some embodiments from the output of a flow
meter and in others from temperature rate of change da-
ta. If no flow event is detected, the module continues to
monitor T2 (812). If a now event is detected the module
determines if T2 is less than the set point minus 1 degree
F (830). If not, the module continues to monitor T2 (810).
If T2 is less than T-1° F, then the lower element is ener-
gized and remains energized until T2 equals or exceeds
the overshoot threshold T+5° F (822) unless interrupted
by detection of a cold tank condition (814).
[0049] When the selected mode of operation is the heat
pump mode, the module implements the heat pump
mode (832) (Fig. 8C). In the heat pump mode, only the
compressor driven sealed system is used to heat the
water. The module is not configured to detect and re-
spond to a cold tank condition in this mode, so the module
monitors T2 (834) checking first to determine if heat is
required due to standby cooling, by determining if the
sensed water temperature is less than T-5° F (836). If
yes, then the sealed system is energized and remains
energized until the user selected set point temperature
is reached (838).
[0050] Returning to 836, if the sensed temperature is
not less than T-5° F, the temperature and water flow mod-
ule checks next to determine if heat is needed due to a
flow event by first comparing the sensed temperature T2
to the set point temperature T (840). If T2 is not less than
T, no energization of heat sources is needed and the
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system continues to monitor T2 (834). If T2 is less than
T, the module next looks for the occurrence of a flow
event (842). If no flow event is detected, the module con-
tinues to monitor T2 (834) If a flow event is detected the
module determines if T2 is less than the set point minus
1 degree F (844). If not, the module continues to monitor
T2 (834). If T2 is less than T-1° F, then the sealed system
is energized and remains energized until T2 equals or
exceeds the user selected set point temperature. (838).
[0051] When the selected mode of operation is the hy-
brid mode, the module implements the hybrid mode (846)
(Fig. 8D). In this mode the temperature and water flow
module obtains water temperature data T2 from sensor
126 (848). As in the standard electric mode, the temper-
ature and water flow module is configured to check first
for a cold tank condition signified by a value of T2 indi-
cating a water temperature which is less than a cold tank
threshold temperature (850). However, in the illustrative
embodiment, as hereinbefore described, the hybrid cold
tank threshold temperature is T-30° F, which is less than
the electric cold tank threshold temperature If T2 is less
than T-30° F, then the upper heating element 122 is en-
ergized. Heating element 122 will continue to be ener-
gized until T2 rises to within 3° F of the set point (854).
When T2 exceeds T-3° F, the upper element 122 is de-
energized (856) and the operation of the sealed system
is initiated (858). The sealed system will continue to run
until T2 equals or exceeds the set point temperature,
(unless interrupted by detection of another cold tank con-
dition) at which time the sealed system is denergized and
the module continues to monitor T2 (848).
[0052] Returning again to 850, if T2 is not less than T-
30° F, the temperature and water flow module checks
next to determine if heat is required due to standby cool-
ing, by determining if the sensed water temperature is
less than T-5° F (860). If yes, then the operation of the
sealed system is initiated and the sealed system contin-
ues to run until the set point temperature, T, is reached
or exceeded (858) (unless interrupted by detection of an-
other cold tank condition) at which time the sealed system
is denergized and the module continues to monitor T2
(848).
[0053] Returning to 860, if the sensed temperature is
not less than T-5° F, the temperature and water flow mod-
ule checks next to determine if heat is needed due to a
flow event by first comparing the sensed temperature T2
to the set point temperature T (862). If T2 is not less than
T, no energization of heat sources is needed and the
system continues to monitor T2 (848). If 12 is less than
T, the module next looks for the occurrence of a flow
event (864). If no flow event is detected, the module con-
tinues to monitor T2 (848). If a flow event is detected the
module determines if T2 is less than the set point minus
1 degree F (866). If not, the module continues to monitor
T2 (848). If T2 is less than T-1° F, then the operation of
the sealed system is initiated and continues to run until
T2 equals or exceeds the set point temperature T (858)
(unless interrupted by detection of another cold tank con-

dition) at which time the sealed system is denergized and
the module continues to monitor T2 (848).
[0054] The high demand mode is a variation of the hy-
brid mode provided to respond to higher than typical hot
water usage conditions, such as can occur in homes with
high flow shower heads, e.g., flow rates on the order of
5 gallons per minute as compared to more typical shower
heads with flow rates of 2 gallons per minute. In the high
demand mode the system uses the heat pump to recover
standby losses and small draws as in the hybrid mode.
However, if a large flow event is detected, for example a
water temperature drop of 3° F in ten minutes, then the
system uses the lower electric element to recover. In ad-
dition in a manner similar to hybrid mode, but with a higher
threshold, the upper heating element is used to recover
the water temperature in the top part of the tank and then
the lower element is used to recover the water temper-
ature in the lower part of the tank. As previously described
herein, the system is configured to detect "flow events"
by detecting a rate of change of temperature on the order
of 0.3° F over a period of one minute, using a one minute
moving window, checked every five seconds. To detect
a "large flow event" the system looks for a change in
temperature of 3° F over a period of ten minutes using a
ten minute moving window also checked every five sec-
onds, however, every thirty seconds may be sufficient.
[0055] When the selected mode of operation is the high
demand mode, the module implements the high demand
mode (870) (Fig. 8E). In this mode the temperature and
water flow module obtains water temperature data T2
from sensor 126 (872). As in the hybrid and standard
electric modes, the temperature and water flow module
is configured to check first for a cold tank condition sig-
nified by a value of T2 indicating a water temperature
which is less than a cold tank threshold temperature
(874). However, in the illustrative embodiment, as here-
inbefore described, the hybrid cold tank threshold tem-
perature is T-20° F, which is greater than the electric or
hybrid cold tank threshold temperatures. This is to enable
a quicker response to a cold tank condition, since high
demand mode is intended for situations where cold tank
conditions are likely to be more frequent. If T2 is less
than T-20° F, then the upper heating element 122 is en-
ergized and the lower element is de-energized in the
event it happens to be energized when the cold tank con-
dition is detected (876). Heating element 122 will contin-
ue to be energized until T2 rises to within 3° F of the set
point (878). When T2 exceeds T-3° F, the upper element
122 is de-energized and the lower element is energized
(880). As in the electric mode, this operating condition
will continue until T2 exceeds the overshoot threshold of
5° F above the set point, that is, T2 is greater than T+5°
F or unless interrupted by detection of another cold tank
condition, at which time the lower heating element 124
is de-energized and the module continues to monitor T2
(872)
[0056] Returning again to 874, if T2 is not less than T-
20° F, the temperature and water flow module checks
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next to determine if heat is required due to standby cool-
ing, by determining if the sensed water temperature is
less than T-5° F (884). If yes, then the operation of the
sealed system is initiated and the sealed system contin-
ues to run until the set point temperature, T, is reached
or exceeded (886) (unless interrupted by detection of an-
other cold tank condition or a large flow event) at which
time the sealed system is de-energized and the module
continues to monitor T2 (872).
[0057] Returning to 884, if the sensed temperature is
not less than T-5° F, the temperature and water flow mod-
ule checks next to determine if heat is needed due to a
flow event by first comparing the sensed temperature T2
to the set point temperature T (888). If T2 is not less than
T, no energization of heat sources is needed and the
system continues to monitor T2 (848). If T2 is less than
T, the module next looks for the occurrence of a flow
event (890). If no flow event is detected, the module con-
tinues to monitor T2 (872). If a flow event is detected the
module determines if T2 is less than the set point minus
1 degree F (892). If not, the module continues to monitor
T2 (848). If T2 is less than T-1° F, then the operation of
the sealed system is initiated and continues to run until
T2 equals or exceeds the set point temperature T (858)
(unless interrupted by detection of another cold tank con-
dition or large flow event) at which time the sealed system
is de-energized and the module continues to monitor T2
(848).
[0058] Returning to 872, if at any time during operation
in the high demand mode, unless the system is in the
process of responding to a cold tank condition, detection
of a large flow event (894) takes priority. If a large flow
event is detected, that is if the controller detects a drop
in water tank temperature sensed by sensor 126, of 3°
F or more in a running ten minute window, the lower heat-
ing element is energized (896) and remains energized
until T2 exceeds the overshoot threshold of 5° F above
the set point, that is, T2 is greater than T+5° F or unless
interrupted by detection of another cold tank condition,
at which time the lower heating element 124 is de-ener-
gized and the module continues to monitor T2 (872).
[0059] This written description uses examples to dis-
close the invention, including the best mode, and also to
enable any person skilled in the art to make and use the
invention. The patentable scope of the invention is de-
fined by the claims.

Claims

1. A heat pump water heater (500) comprising:

a water storage tank (520), including a side wall
and a bottom wall (518);
a heat pump, comprising a sealed system in-
cluding a compressor (530), an evaporator
(502), a condenser (508) and a refrigerant con-
figured for refrigerant flow from compressor

(530) to condenser (508) to evaporator (502)
and back to the compressor (530), wherein the
condenser (508) is positioned in a heat ex-
change relationship with the water storage tank
(520) for heating the contents of the tank,
a first electric resistance heater (522) positioned
proximate the upper region of the water storage
tank (520);
a first temperature sensor (526) positioned prox-
imate the top of the water storage tank (520); and
a controller (552) operatively connected to the
first temperature sensor (526) and including an
event flow module, wherein the controller (552)
is operatively connected to the first electric re-
sistance heater (522), the controller (552) being
further configured to automatically select and
energize the first electric resistance heater (522)
in response to the temperature readings meas-
ured by the first temperature sensor (526), char-
acterized in that
the event flow module is configured to receive
and process data representative of temperature
readings measured by the first temperature sen-
sor (526) in order to determine if water is flowing
from the water storage tank (520) by using rate
of temperature change information to detect a
flow rate of water being withdrawn from the wa-
ter storage tank (520);
the controller (552) is operatively connected to
the heat pump;
the controller (552) being further configured to
automatically select and energize the heat pump
in response to the temperature readings meas-
ured by the first temperature sensor (526);
the condenser (508) includes a side portion
wrapped around an exterior of the side wall of
the water storage tank (520) and a bottom por-
tion (507) arranged beneath and extending be-
neath and in a heat exchange relationship with
the bottom wall (518) of the water storage tank
(520), wherein the bottom portion (507) includes
a condenser inlet (512), whereby the heat pump
condenser (509) is configured so that the refrig-
erant flows first through the bottom portion (507)
of the condenser (508) before flowing through
the side portion.

2. The heat pump water heater (500) of claim 1 wherein
the first temperature sensor (526) is positioned on
the exterior of the water storage tank side wall.

3. The heat pump water heater (500) of claim 1, includ-
ing a second electric resistance heater (524), posi-
tioned in proximity to the bottom of the water storage
tank (520), and, wherein the event flow module within
the controller (552) is configured to process informa-
tion representative of temperature readings meas-
ured by the first temperature sensor (526) to deter-
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mine the rate at which the temperature of water in
proximity to the first temperature sensor (526) de-
clines, wherein the energizing of at least one of the
heat pump, the first electric resistance heater (522),
and the second electric resistance heater (524) by
the controller (552) is automatically selected based
on the rate at which the temperature of the water
being measured declines.

4. The heat pump water heater (500) of claim 1, wherein
the event flow module is further configured to proc-
ess the data representative of the temperature of
water in the tank in order to estimate the amount of
water flowing into the water storage tank (520).

5. The heat pump water heater (500) of claim 1, includ-
ing a flow meter (216) that is operatively connected
to the controller (552) and positioned in association
with a water inlet line for measuring the amount of
water flowing into the water storage tank (520).

6. The heat pump water heater (500) of claim 1, includ-
ing a flow meter (216) that is operatively connected
to the controller (552) and positioned in association
with a water outlet line for measuring the amount of
water flowing from the water storage tank (520).

7. The heat pump water heater (500) of claim 1, includ-
ing a second temperature sensor (228) that is oper-
atively connected to the controller (552) and posi-
tioned to measure the temperature of water flowing
into the water storage tank (520), wherein the con-
troller (552) further processes data representative of
temperature of water flowing into the water storage
tank (520), wherein the controller (552) is further con-
figured to automatically select and energize at least
one of the heat pump and the electric resistance
heater in response to information received from the
first temperature sensor (526) and the second tem-
perature sensor (228).

8. The heat pump water heater (500) of claim 1, includ-
ing a second temperature sensor (228) positioned
at the inlet of a condenser and a third temperature
sensor positioned at the outlet of the condenser
(508), wherein the controller (552) is operatively con-
nected to the first, second and third temperature sen-
sors, the heat pump and the electric resistance heat-
er, wherein the controller (552) is configured to proc-
ess information received from the first, second and
third temperature sensors to selectively automatical-
ly energize and de-energize at least one of the first
electric resistance heater and the heat pump in re-
sponse to the information received from the first, sec-
ond and third temperature sensors.

9. A heat pump water heater (500) comprising:

a water storage tank (520)), including a side wall
and a bottom wall;
a heat pump, comprising a sealed system in-
cluding a compressor (530), an evaporator
(502), a condenser (508) and a refrigerant con-
figured for refrigerant flow from compressor
(530) to condenser (508) to evaporator (502)
and back to the compressor (530), wherein the
condenser (508) is positioned in a heat ex-
change relationship with the water storage tank
(520) for heating the contents of the tank,
a first electric resistance heater (522) positioned
proximate the upper region of the water storage
tank (520);
a first temperature sensor (526) positioned prox-
imate the top of the water storage tank (520); and
a controller (552) operatively connected to the
first temperature sensor (526) and including an
event flow module, wherein the controller (552)
is operatively connected to the first electric re-
sistance heater (522), the controller (552) being
further configured to automatically select and
energize the first electric resistance heater (522)
in response to the temperature readings meas-
ured by the first temperature sensor (526), char-
acterized in that
the event flow module is configured to receive
and process data representative of temperature
readings measured by the first temperature sen-
sor (526) in order to determine if water is flowing
from the water storage tank (520) by using rate
of temperature change information to detect a
flow rate of water being withdrawn from the wa-
ter storage tank (520);
the controller (552) is operatively connected to
the heat pump;
the controller (552) being further configured to
automatically select and energize the heat pump
in response to the temperature readings meas-
ured by the first temperature sensor (526); and
the condenser (508) includes a side portion
wrapped around an exterior of the side wall of
the water storage tank (520), an inlet (512) of
the condenser (508) is positioned proximate a
lower portion of the water storage tank side wall,
whereby the heat pump condenser (509) is con-
figured so that refrigerant flow through the con-
denser (508) is initiated through the condenser
(508) proximate the lower portion of the water
storage tank side wall, and
the heat pump condenser (508) includes a por-
tion arranged beneath and extending beneath
and in a heat exchange relationship with the bot-
tom wall of the water storage tank (520),
wherein the heat pump condenser (509) is con-
figured so that flow through the portion of
the heat pump condenser (508) that engages
the bottom wall of the water storage tank
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(520) occurs following flow through the side por-
tion of the condenser (508) wrapped
around the exterior of the water storage tank
side wall.

10. The heat pump water heater (500) of claim 9, wherein
the first temperature sensor (526) is positioned on
the exterior of the water storage tank side wall.

11. The heat pump water heater (500) of claim 9, includ-
ing a second electric resistance heater (524), posi-
tioned in proximity to the bottom of the water storage
tank (520), and, wherein the event flow module within
the controller (552) is configured to process informa-
tion representative of temperature readings meas-
ured by the first temperature sensor (526) to deter-
mine the rate at which the temperature of water in
proximity to the first temperature sensor (526) de-
clines, wherein the energizing of at least one of the
heat pump, the first electric resistance heater (522),
and the second electric resistance heater (524) by
the controller (552) is automatically selected based
on the rate at which the temperature of the water
being measured declines.

12. The heat pump water heater (500) of claim 9, wherein
the event flow module is further configured to proc-
ess the data representative of the temperature of
water in the tank in order to estimate the amount of
water flowing into the water storage tank (520).

Patentansprüche

1. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe, um-
fassend:

einen Wasserspeichertank (520) mit einer Sei-
tenwand und einer Bodenwand (518);
eine Wärmepumpe, umfassend ein abgedichte-
tes System mit einem Kompressor (530), einem
Verdampfer (502), einem Kondensator (508)
und einem Kältemittel, das für einen Kältemit-
telstrom von dem Kompressor (530) zu dem
Kondensator (508) zu dem Verdampfer (502)
und zurück zu dem Kompressor (530) ausge-
führt ist, wobei der Kondensator (508) in einer
Wärmeaustauschbeziehung mit dem Wasser-
speichertank (520) positioniert ist, um den Inhalt
des Tanks zu erwärmen,
ein erstes elektrisches Widerstandsheizele-
ment (522), das in der Nähe des oberen Be-
reichs des Wasserspeichertanks (520) positio-
niert ist;
einen ersten Temperatursensor (526), der in der
Nähe des oberen Endes des Wasserspeicher-
tanks (520) positioniert ist; und
eine Steuerung (552), die mit dem ersten Tem-

peratursensor (526) funktional verbunden ist
und ein Ereignisflussmodul aufweist, wobei die
Steuerung (552) mit dem ersten Widerstands-
heizelement (522) funktional verbunden ist, wo-
bei die Steuerung (552) ferner dazu ausgeführt
ist, das erste elektrische Widerstandsheizele-
ment (522) in Reaktion auf die durch den ersten
Temperatursensor (526) gemessenen Tempe-
raturmesswerte automatisch auszuwählen und
zu aktivieren, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Ereignisflussmodul dazu ausgeführt ist, Da-
ten über Temperaturmesswerte, die durch den
ersten Temperatursensor (526) gemessen wur-
den, zu empfangen und zu verarbeiten, um zu
ermitteln, ob Wasser aus dem Wasserspeicher-
tank (520) fließt, indem Informationen über die
Geschwindigkeit der Temperaturänderung her-
angezogen werden, um eine Strömungsge-
schwindigkeit des aus dem Wasserspeicher-
tank (520) abgezogenen Wassers zu erfassen;
die Steuerung (552) mit der Wärmepumpe funk-
tional verbunden ist;
die Steuerung (552) ferner dazu ausgeführt ist,
die Wärmepumpe in Reaktion auf die durch den
ersten Temperatursensor (526) gemessenen
Temperaturmesswerte automatisch auszuwäh-
len und zu aktivieren;
der Kondensator (508) einen um eine Außen-
seite der Seitenwand des Wasserspeichertanks
(520) gewickelten Seitenabschnitt sowie einen
unterhalb der Bodenwand (518) des Wasser-
speichertanks (520) angeordneten und sich un-
terhalb und in Wärmeaustauschbeziehung mit
der Bodenwand (518) des Wasserspeicher-
tanks (520) erstreckenden unteren Abschnitt
(507) aufweist, wobei der untere Abschnitt (507)
einen Kondensatoreinlass (512) aufweist, wo-
durch der Wärmepumpen-Kondensator (508)
so ausgeführt ist, dass das Kältemittel zuerst
durch den unteren Abschnitt (507) des Konden-
sators (508) strömt, bevor es durch den Seiten-
abschnitt strömt.

2. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe nach
Anspruch 1, wobei der erste Temperatursensor
(526) auf der Außenseite der Seitenwand des Was-
serspeichertanks positioniert ist.

3. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe nach
Anspruch 1, mit einem zweiten elektrischen Wider-
standsheizelement (524), das in der Nähe des Bo-
dens des Wasserspeichertanks (520) positioniert ist,
und wobei das Ereignisflussmodul in der Steuerung
(552) dazu ausgeführt ist, Informationen über durch
den ersten Temperatursensor (526) gemessene
Temperaturmesswerte zu verarbeiten, um die Ge-
schwindigkeit zu ermitteln, mit der die Temperatur
von Wasser in der Nähe des ersten Temperatursen-
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sors (526) abfällt, wobei die Aktivierung von mindes-
tens einem von der Wärmepumpe, dem ersten elek-
trischen Widerstandsheizelement (522) und dem
zweiten elektrischen Widerstandsheizelement (524)
durch die Steuerung (552) anhand der Geschwin-
digkeit, mit der die gemessene Temperatur des Was-
sers abfällt, automatisch ausgewählt wird.

4. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe nach
Anspruch 1, wobei das Ereignisflussmodul ferner
dazu ausgeführt ist, die Daten über die Wassertem-
peratur in dem Tank zu verarbeiten, um die Menge
an in den Wasserspeichertank (520) strömendem
Wasser zu schätzen.

5. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe nach
Anspruch 1, mit einem Strömungsmesser (216), der
mit der Steuerung (552) funktional verbunden ist und
in Verbindung mit einer Wassereinlassleitung posi-
tioniert ist, um die Menge an in den Wasserspeicher-
tank (520) strömendem Wasser zu messen.

6. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe nach
Anspruch 1, mit einem Strömungsmesser (216), der
mit der Steuerung (552) funktional verbunden ist und
in Verbindung mit einer Wasserauslassleitung posi-
tioniert ist, um die Menge an aus dem Wasserspei-
chertank (520) strömendem Wasser zu messen.

7. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe nach
Anspruch 1, mit einem zweiten Temperatursensor
(228), der mit der Steuerung (552) funktional ver-
bunden ist und zum Messen der Temperatur des in
den Wasserspeichertank (520) strömenden Was-
sers positioniert ist, wobei die Steuerung (552) ferner
Daten über die Temperatur des in den Wasserspei-
chertank (520) strömenden Wassers verarbeitet,
wobei die Steuerung (552) ferner dazu ausgeführt
ist, mindestens einen von der Wärmepumpe und
dem elektrischen Widerstandsheizelement in Reak-
tion auf von dem ersten Temperatursensor (526) und
dem zweiten Temperatursensor (228) empfangene
Informationen automatisch auszuwählen und zu ak-
tivieren.

8. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe nach
Anspruch 1, mit einem zweiten Temperatursensor
(228), der am Einlass eines Kondensators positio-
niert ist, und einem dritten Temperatursensor, der
am Auslass des Kondensators (508) positioniert ist,
wobei die Steuerung (552) mit dem ersten, zweiten
und dritten Temperatursensor, der Wärmepumpe
und dem elektrischen Widerstandsheizelement
funktional verbunden ist, wobei die Steuerung (552)
dazu ausgeführt ist, von dem ersten, zweiten und
dritten Temperatursensor empfangene Informatio-
nen zu verarbeiten, um wahlweise mindestens einen
von dem ersten elektrischen Widerstandsheizele-

ment und der Wärmepumpe in Reaktion auf die von
dem ersten, zweiten und dritten Temperatursensor
empfangenen Informationen automatisch zu aktivie-
ren und zu deaktivieren.

9. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe, um-
fassend:

einen Wasserspeichertank (520) mit einer Sei-
tenwand und einer Bodenwand;
eine Wärmepumpe, umfassend ein abgedichte-
tes System mit einem Kompressor (530), einem
Verdampfer (502), einem Kondensator (508)
und einem Kältemittel, das für einen Kältemit-
telstrom von dem Kompressor (530) zu dem
Kondensator (508) zu dem Verdampfer (502)
und zurück zu dem Kompressor (530) ausge-
führt ist, wobei der Kondensator (508) in einer
Wärmeaustauschbeziehung mit dem Wasser-
speichertank (520) positioniert ist, um den Inhalt
des Tanks zu erwärmen,
ein erstes elektrisches Widerstandsheizele-
ment (522), das in der Nähe des oberen Be-
reichs des Wasserspeichertanks (520) positio-
niert ist;
einen ersten Temperatursensor (526), der in der
Nähe des oberen Endes des Wasserspeicher-
tanks (520) positioniert ist; und
eine Steuerung (552), die mit dem ersten Tem-
peratursensor (526) funktional verbunden ist
und ein Ereignisflussmodul aufweist, wobei die
Steuerung (552) mit dem ersten Widerstands-
heizelement (522) funktional verbunden ist, wo-
bei die Steuerung (552) ferner dazu ausgeführt
ist, das erste elektrische Widerstandsheizele-
ment (522) in Reaktion auf die durch den ersten
Temperatursensor (526) gemessenen Tempe-
raturmesswerte automatisch auszuwählen und
zu aktivieren, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
das Ereignisflussmodul dazu ausgeführt ist, Da-
ten über Temperaturmesswerte, die durch den
ersten Temperatursensor (526) gemessen wur-
den, zu empfangen und zu verarbeiten, um zu
ermitteln, ob Wasser aus dem Wasserspeicher-
tank (520) fließt, indem Informationen über die
Geschwindigkeit der Temperaturänderung her-
angezogen werden, um eine Strömungsge-
schwindigkeit des aus dem Wasserspeicher-
tank (520) abgezogenen Wassers zu erfassen;
die Steuerung (552) mit der Wärmepumpe funk-
tional verbunden ist;
die Steuerung (552) ferner dazu ausgeführt ist,
die Wärmepumpe in Reaktion auf die durch den
ersten Temperatursensor (526) gemessenen
Temperaturmesswerte automatisch auszuwäh-
len und zu aktivieren; und
der Kondensator (508) einen um eine Außen-
seite der Seitenwand des Wasserspeichertanks
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(520) gewickelten Seitenabschnitt umfasst, ein
Einlass (512) des Kondensators (508) in der Nä-
he eines unteren Abschnitts der Seitenwand des
Wasserspeichertanks positioniert ist, wodurch
der Wärmepumpen-Kondensator (508) so aus-
geführt ist, dass ein Kältemittelstrom durch den
in der Nähe des unteren Abschnitts der Seiten-
wand des Wasserspeichertanks befindlichen
Kondensator (508) in Gang gesetzt wird; und
der Wärmepumpen-Kondensator (508) einen
Abschnitt umfasst, der unterhalb der Boden-
wand des Wasserspeichertanks (520) angeord-
net ist und sich unterhalb und in Wärmeaus-
tauschbeziehung mit der Bodenwand des Was-
serspeichertanks (520) erstreckt, wobei der
Wärmepumpen-Kondensator (508) so ausge-
führt ist, dass ein Durchströmen des Abschnitts
des Wärmepumpen-Kondensators (508), der
an der Bodenwand des Wasserspeichertanks
(520) angreift, im Anschluss an das Durchströ-
men des um die Außenseite der Seitenwand des
Wasserspeichertanks gewickelten Seitenab-
schnitts des Kondensators (508) erfolgt.

10. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe nach
Anspruch 9, wobei der erste Temperatursensor
(526) auf der Außenseite der Seitenwand des Was-
serspeichertanks positioniert ist.

11. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe nach
Anspruch 9, mit einem zweiten elektrischen Wider-
standsheizelement (524), das in der Nähe des Bo-
dens des Wasserspeichertanks (520) positioniert ist,
und wobei das Ereignisflussmodul in der Steuerung
(552) dazu ausgeführt ist, Informationen über durch
den ersten Temperatursensor (526) gemessene
Temperaturmesswerte zu verarbeiten, um die Ge-
schwindigkeit zu ermitteln, mit der die Wassertem-
peratur in der Nähe des ersten Temperatursensors
(526) abfällt, wobei die Aktivierung von mindestens
einem von der Wärmepumpe, dem ersten elektri-
schen Widerstandsheizelement (522) und dem
zweiten elektrischen Widerstandsheizelement (524)
durch die Steuerung (552) anhand der Geschwin-
digkeit, mit der die gemessene Temperatur des Was-
sers abfällt, automatisch ausgewählt wird.

12. Warmwasserbereiter (500) mit Wärmepumpe nach
Anspruch 9, wobei das Ereignisflussmodul ferner
dazu ausgeführt ist, die Daten über die Wassertem-
peratur in dem Tank zu verarbeiten, um die Menge
an in den Wasserspeichertank (520) strömendem
Wasser zu schätzen.

Revendications

1. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur, comportant :,

une cuve de stockage (520) d’eau, comprenant une
paroi latérale et une paroi inférieure (518) ;
une pompe à chaleur, comportant un circuit étanche
comprenant un compresseur (530), un évaporateur
(502), un condenseur (508) et un réfrigérant, conçu
pour la circulation du réfrigérant du compresseur
(530) au condenseur (508) et à l’évaporateur (502)
et son retour au compresseur (530), le condenseur
(508) étant disposé en relation d’échange de chaleur
avec la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau pour chauffer
le contenu de la cuve,
un premier moyen de chauffage électrique par effet
Joule (522) placé tout près de la zone supérieure de
la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau ;
un premier capteur (526) de température placé tout
près du haut de la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau ; et
un automate (552) coopérant avec le premier cap-
teur (526) de température et comprenant un module
de déroulement d’événements, l’automate (552)
coopérant avec le premier moyen de chauffage élec-
trique par effet Joule (522), l’automate (552) étant
en outre conçu pour sélectionner et exciter automa-
tiquement le premier moyen de chauffage électrique
par effet Joule (522) en réponse aux relevés de me-
sures de température transmis par le premier cap-
teur (526) de température, caractérisé en ce que
le module de déroulement d’événements est conçu
pour recevoir et traiter des données représentatives
de relevés de mesures de température transmis par
le premier capteur (526) de température afin de dé-
terminer si de l’eau s’écoule depuis la cuve de stoc-
kage (520) d’eau en utilisant des informations sur la
vitesse d’évolution de la température pour détecter
un débit d’eau extraite à un moment donné de la
cuve de stockage (520) d’eau ;
l’automate (552) coopère avec la pompe à chaleur ;
l’automate (552) étant en outre conçu pour sélec-
tionner et exciter automatiquement la pompe à cha-
leur en réponse aux relevés de mesures de tempé-
rature transmis par le premier capteur (526) de
température ;
le condenseur (508) comprend une partie latérale
enveloppant un extérieur de la paroi latérale de la
cuve de stockage (520) d’eau et une partie inférieure
(507) disposée sous et s’étendant sous et en relation
d’échange de chaleur avec la paroi inférieure (518)
de la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau, la partie infé-
rieure (507) comprenant une entrée (512) de con-
denseur, le condenseur (509) de pompe à chaleur
étant de la sorte conçu pour que le réfrigérant passe
d’abord par la partie inférieure (507) du condenseur
(508), et ensuite par la partie latérale.

2. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel le premier capteur (526)
de température est placé à l’extérieur de la paroi
latérale de la cuve de stockage d’eau.
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3. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur selon la re-
vendication 1, comportant un second moyen de
chauffage électrique par effet Joule (524), placé à
proximité du fond de la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau,
et dans lequel le module de déroulement d’événe-
ments présent dans l’automate (552) est conçu pour
traiter des informations représentatives de relevés
de mesures de température transmis par le premier
capteur (526) de température afin de déterminer la
vitesse à laquelle baisse la température de l’eau à
proximité du premier capteur (526) de température,
l’excitation de la pompe à chaleur et/ou du premier
moyen de chauffage électrique par effet Joule (522)
et/ou du second moyen de chauffage électrique par
effet Joule (524) par l’automate (552) étant sélec-
tionnée automatiquement d’après la vitesse à la-
quelle baisse la température mesurée de l’eau.

4. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur selon la re-
vendication 1, dans lequel le module de déroulement
d’événements est en outre conçu pour traiter les
données représentatives de la température de l’eau
dans la cuve afin d’estimer la quantité d’eau entrant
dans la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau.

5. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur selon la re-
vendication 1, comportant un débitmètre (216) qui
coopère avec l’automate (552) et est placé en asso-
ciation avec une tubulure d’entrée d’eau pour mesu-
rer la quantité d’eau entrant dans la cuve de stockage
(520) d’eau.

6. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur selon la re-
vendication 1, comportant un débitmètre (216) qui
coopère avec l’automate (552) et est placé en asso-
ciation avec une tubulure de sortie d’eau pour me-
surer la quantité d’eau sortant de la cuve de stockage
(520) d’eau.

7. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur selon la re-
vendication 1, comportant un deuxième capteur
(228) de température coopérant avec l’automate
(552) et placé de façon à mesurer la température de
l’eau entrant dans la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau,
l’automate (552) traitant en outre des données re-
présentatives de la température de l’eau entrant
dans la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau, l’automate
(552) étant en outre conçu pour sélectionner et ex-
citer automatiquement la pompe à chaleur et/ou le
moyen de chauffage électrique par effet Joule en
réponse à des informations reçues du premier cap-
teur (526) de température et du deuxième capteur
(228) de température.

8. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur selon la re-
vendication 1, comportant un deuxième capteur
(228) de température placé à l’entrée d’un conden-
seur et un troisième capteur de température placé à

la sortie du condenseur (508), l’automate (552) coo-
pérant avec les premier, deuxième et troisième cap-
teurs de température, la pompe à chaleur et le moyen
de chauffage électrique par effet Joule, l’automate
(552) étant conçu pour traiter des informations re-
çues des premier, deuxième et troisième capteurs
de température afin d’exciter et de désexciter sélec-
tivement et automatiquement le premier moyen de
chauffage électrique par effet Joule et/ou la pompe
à chaleur en réponse aux informations reçues des
premier, deuxième et troisième capteurs de tempé-
rature.

9. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur, comportant :

une cuve de stockage (520) d’eau, comprenant
une paroi latérale et une paroi inférieure ;
une pompe à chaleur, comportant un circuit
étanche comprenant un compresseur (530), un
évaporateur (502), un condenseur (508) et un
réfrigérant, conçu pour la circulation du réfrigé-
rant du compresseur (530) au condenseur (508)
et à l’évaporateur (502) et son retour au com-
presseur (530), le condenseur (508) étant dis-
posé en relation d’échange de chaleur avec la
cuve de stockage (520) d’eau pour chauffer le
contenu de la cuve,
un premier moyen de chauffage électrique par
effet Joule (522) placé tout près de la zone su-
périeure de la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau ;
un premier capteur (526) de température placé
tout près du haut de la cuve de stockage (520)
d’eau ; et
un automate (552) coopérant avec le premier
capteur (526) de température et comprenant un
module de déroulement d’événements, l’auto-
mate (552) coopérant avec le premier moyen de
chauffage électrique par effet Joule (522),
l’automate (552) étant en outre conçu pour sé-
lectionner et exciter automatiquement le pre-
mier moyen de chauffage électrique par effet
Joule (522) en réponse aux relevés de mesures
de température transmis par le premier capteur
(526) de température, caractérisé en ce que
le module de déroulement d’événements est
conçu pour recevoir et traiter des données re-
présentatives de relevés de mesures de tempé-
rature transmis par le premier capteur (526) de
température afin de déterminer si de l’eau
s’écoule depuis la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau
en utilisant des informations sur la vitesse d’évo-
lution de la température pour détecter un débit
d’eau extraite à un moment donné de la cuve
de stockage (520) d’eau ;
l’automate (552) coopère avec la pompe à
chaleur ;
l’automate (552) étant en outre conçu pour sé-
lectionner et exciter automatiquement la pompe
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à chaleur en réponse aux relevés de mesures
de température transmis par le premier capteur
(526) de température ; et
le condenseur (508) comprend une partie laté-
rale enveloppant un extérieur de la paroi latérale
de la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau, une entrée
(512) du condenseur (508) étant placée tout
près d’une partie inférieure de la paroi latérale
de la cuve de stockage d’eau, le condenseur
(509) de pompe à chaleur étant de la sorte conçu
pour qu’une circulation de réfrigérant dans le
condenseur (508) s’amorce dans le condenseur
(508) tout près de la partie inférieure de la paroi
latérale de la cuve de stockage d’eau, et
le condenseur (508) de pompe à chaleur com-
prend une partie disposée sous et s’étendant
sous et en relation d’échange de chaleur avec
la paroi inférieure de la cuve de stockage (520)
d’eau, le condenseur (509) de pompe à chaleur
étant conçu de façon que le passage par la partie
du condenseur (508) de pompe à chaleur au
contact de la paroi inférieure de la cuve de stoc-
kage (520) d’eau survienne après le passage
par la partie latérale du condenseur (508) enve-
loppant l’extérieur de la paroi latérale de la cuve
de stockage d’eau..

10. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur selon la re-
vendication 9, dans lequel le premier capteur (526)
de température est placé à l’extérieur de la paroi
latérale de la cuve de stockage d’eau.

11. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur selon la re-
vendication 9, comportant un second moyen de
chauffage électrique par effet Joule (524), placé à
proximité du fond de la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau,
et dans lequel le module de déroulement d’événe-
ments présent dans l’automate (552) est conçu pour
traiter des informations représentatives de relevés
de mesures de température transmis par le premier
capteur (526) de température afin de déterminer la
vitesse à laquelle baisse la température de l’eau à
proximité du premier capteur (526) de température,
l’excitation de la pompe à chaleur et/ou du premier
moyen de chauffage électrique par effet Joule (522)
et/ou du second moyen de chauffage électrique par
effet Joule (524) par l’automate étant sélectionnée
automatiquement d’après la vitesse à laquelle bais-
se la température mesurée de l’eau.

12. Chauffe-eau (500) à pompe à chaleur selon la re-
vendication 9, dans lequel le module de déroulement
d’événements est en outre conçu pour traiter les
données représentatives de la température de l’eau
dans la cuve afin d’estimer la quantité d’eau entrant
dans la cuve de stockage (520) d’eau.
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